2021 Section on Minority Health, Equity, & Inclusion Program (In-person)

**Date:** The Section on Minority Health, Equity, & Inclusion (SOMHEI) Program will be held live in-person on Sunday, October 10, 2021 from 8:00 AM to 12:00 PM EDT in Independence Ballroom.

**Topics:** Any aspect of health equity and disparities, social justice, racism, anti-racism, minority health, immigration, disaster preparedness, racial trauma, and trauma-informed care.

**Submission Types:** Case Report Original Research, Program Evaluation, or Quality Improvement Project

**Presentation Formats:** In-person orals and virtual posters

**Prior Presentation:** This program only accepts original and adaptation presentations. Please see general guidelines for definition of terms.

**Sponsorship:** Submitters will need a sponsor if they are not members of SOMHEI. Additional authors do not need to be members of the Section; if they are members, one may serve as the sponsor. Sponsors must ensure that non-members adhere to National Conference abstract guidelines. Authors who are in search of a sponsor may contact Shabana Yusuf at syusuf@bcm.edu.